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SUGGESTIONS

It’s always difficult to make a choice from a wide 
range of entertainment options. Whether it’s 
exclusivity, value for money, or duration you’re after, 
or whether it is what fits best with the group that you 
have in mind while searching for a suitable act... 

we’d like to work together with you to find a solution!

“ “Do you want 
to get lost with 
me? I know the 
way.



RECEPTION
Theatrical reception 

Brave, bold, and 
unconventional – this is worlds 

apart from your average event 
commencement.

We promise something 
extraordinary!

A welcome with an agreeably 
direct approach immediately 

throws you in to the world 
of the TOBACCO Theatre. 

Allowing you to step inside with 
your guard already down and 

a fearless smile.

Bienvenue!
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The Compliment Girls

With charm, authenticity and positivity, the 
Compliment Girls pay personal attention to the 
guests and create a fantastic setting.

“ “I ACCEPT YOU 
AS I AM

Highly honoured 
audience

Simply opening the door for your 
guests shall not suffice. Better to 
greet them from on high with a 

musical melody before whisking 
them up into the ambience of 

the evening. And, of course, 
there is always a chance the 

high saluters will then come 
down for a second set.



Diamond in a Glass

Be welcomed with a delightful glass of bubbly. And 
not just any glass! As you sip, catch a glimpse of the 
‘diamond’ shining on its underside.

Whoever has the real one is allowed to take it home.

RECEPTION

Angel of Amsterdam

The Angel of Amsterdam welcomes you 
outside the venue with her radiant smile and 
entourage of sparkling lights. From up above 

she floats among your arrivals astounding 
them with an encounter to remember: 

welcome to the TOBACCO Theater.
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Singer / Harpist

A harpist who explores 
different styles and languages. 

An intercultural journey that 
connects modern times with 

the old worlds.
Fralalai

NOT TO BE 
ENJOYED IN 
MODERATION

Hosts

Ladies and gentlemen in theatrical attire are 
available to welcome you and can be situated as 
desired throughout your event.

“ “



Led dance 

Futuristic LED dancers in fantastic light-suits offer a 
surprising experience in which the best dance moves 

are coupled with LED light effects. All set to a backdrop 
of impressive music. LED dancers at your event are 

guaranteed to astonish the audience and pack a real 
WOW-factor kind of punch.OPENING 

ACTS
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Wheel act 

In order that your event rolls out 
smoothly, this spectacular wheel 
act with accompanying fireworks 
is a compelling choice.

Either solo or duo performances 
are available.

Leds play balls 

In this innovative act, three percussionists rhythmically 
open your event or staff party in unparalleled style. After 
a short, virtuoso percussion show on traditional African 

‘dundus’, three enormous LED balloons are served up as 
percussion instruments, lighting up in an array of colors 

with every strike.



LIVESTREAM 
ENTERTAINMENT
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Pay attention!

Full card? Bet there is 
always one with a false 
card?

Bingo as 
you are 
used to, 
but with 
dancing, 
flirting and 
singing.

“

“

The BIG Bingo Show is a 100% party 
guarantee for 35 minutes of interaction, fun 
and lots of live music. With an over the top 
show host and two incredibly singers who 
sing and portray the best guilty pleasures. 

THE BIG BINGO SHOW



THE BIG Jukebox Music Quiz 

IT’S TIME TO START THE 
SHOW

We will play your own swinging
 musical quiz with all partcipants. 

Specially formulated for digital
events, so that we can pop into the 
living rooms and home offices of all 

colleagues through the laptop !

Can you still guess what the title of a 
song is when it has been given a

completely different look? Will you finish 
the sentence with one of our nostal-

gic sing-alongs? Win eternal fame as 
THE company’s music connoisseur and 

play!
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THE BIG Jukebox Music Quiz 
The quiz is a musical
interactive show, full of
swinging interludes with
the show team.
● quiz with several game rounds
● possible to add your own questions (e.g.  
   about the company or colleagues) to the  
   quiz show
● musically accompanied with live singing by 
   our talented singers and ‘one-man-band’ 
   musician
● and of course presented by a charming
   presenter / presenter
● there is played through an app by telephone 
   (Mentimeter, to be technically coordinated 
   with technology partner)
● basic show +/- 60 minutes



LIVE(STREAM)
VOCALS
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LIVE(STREAM) VOCALS
AT YOUR ONLINE EVENT?
That is possible! Our theater is the perfect place for more musical 
variety in your program. From an intimate private concert in our 
Library to a performance on stage in the Theater Hall:
nothing is too crazy.

THE RHYTHM 
IS THERE, 
THE ONLY 
THING 
THAT’S 
LEFT IS THE 
MELODY

“

“



EXPERIENCES
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Beambox

Laser beams stretch from the stage floor right up to 
the ceiling and fan out across the entire hall. Audio 
sounds and customized images are produced if you 
interrupt the beams.

Coupe du 
Compress

No more long hours 
spent in front of the 
mirror. Take your hairstyle 
to the next level with air, 
nothing but air!

Sand Artist 

During the course of 
your event, the surface 
of the sand morphs into 
a wonderful work of art. 
Enjoy the live projection 
on the screen and be 
enchanted.



EXPERIENCES
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Oxygenbar

Experience how scents 
in combination with pure 
oxygen influence the 
consciousness. Breathe 
in, breathe out!

Virtual Dining

Step in to another world 
with VR glasses. The 
possibilities are endless 
and the experience is 
one to remember.

Water Tasting

Water tasting...??? Sure! During this water-tasting 
experience we will introduce you to many different 
varieties of H20. Not only exploring which waters 
bring out the flavours of which dishes, but also 
contemplating the mouth-watering label and bottle 
designs, and discovering which famous drinkers have 
been drinking these waters, as they pass by. 



F&B ENTERTAINMENT
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In the cloud

A speciality of the 
TOBACCO Theater. A 
platter that appears to be 
served upon the clouds 
themselves. Lights out, 
taste buds on.



ACROBATICS
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Hula Hoop

It’s all about turning about. 
Upbeat music, acrobatic 
dance, and a colourful 
explosion of hoops.

Flying circle

A combination of 
acrobatics and song. 
You are serenaded upon 
arrival from a hoop 
hanging high in the 
rafters.Aerial ring act 

A breathtaking aerial ring 
act, in which acrobatics 
and gymnastics are 
combined in one show.



ACROBATICS



“
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Oddlings

Unbelievable special acts in which acrobatics 
and theatre are finely balanced.

Is this the future or are we going back in time?

Curtain act

The doors to the theatre 
open, the curtain falls, 
and the artist rises to 
great heights for the 
pleasure of your highly 
honoured guests.

Snake girl

An incredible reptilian 
female who shoots bulls-
eyes from a bow and 
arrow between her feet. 
Also available as an 
opening act. Find out 
what happens when 
she aims at a bunch of 
balloons and sets them 
free...



BANDS
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SESSION

A formation of top musicians, a cool show and 
an incredibly up-to-date set list of top hits. 
Included as standard in every show is the LED 
Video Wall displaying specially created visuals 
to accompany each song, taking the show to 
the next level.

Collectief Explosief

This band serves an infectious cocktail of modern 
jazz and catchy vintage pop music from the ‘50s 
and ‘60s. Rock your socks off to an unusual variety 

of well-known tunes.



BANDS
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BANDS
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The Tour

One of the most sought-after cover bands in 
the Netherlands. These six musicians put their 
own twist on every number and are known for 
their unrivalled energetic performances. They 
combine a furious contemporary repertoire 
with ‘90s hits.

Cookies & Cream

This six-piece band guarantees 
an energetic show with an 
eclectic mix of musical styles. 
From electro to soul to rock, 
they’ll take you on a whirlwind 
tour through the genres.

IF EVERYONE 
WAS DEAF, 
WE’D JUST 
SING IN SIGN 
LANGUAGE

“
“



DJ
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Vinyl

A passionate DJ who 
entertains with vinyl 
records and retro music. 
The good old days are 
just a dance floor away.

BN

Do you want a renowned Dutch 
artist such as Fajah Lourens, 
Valerio, or Geza Weisz & Manuel 
Broekman to DJ at your party? 
Anything is possible!

DJ

A DJ matched to the 
style of the evening 
with a set built around 
watching and listening 
to the reactions of the 
audience.



André Kuipers 
presents:

Space travel
Technology and Innovation
Durability
Motivation, Energy and the 
Future. What a ride!

SPEAKERS
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Jort Kelder

Jort Paul Wouter Kelder is a Dutch journalist, 
columnist, TV presenter, and former editor-
in-chief of the monthly magazine Quote.

Those who do not want to 
hear can feel

“ “

Alex Klaasen

Alex Klaasen is an actor, theatre 
maker, and singer.



With our years of 
experience we can 

help you choose the 
perfect music for your 

event. Would you like a 
saxophonist, a jazz duo, 

a soloist, some flamenco, 
or perhaps you’d prefer 
an entire gospel choir? 

We will search diligently 
together with you for 

a sound to suit your 
occasion.

MUSIC
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Harpist

Saxophonist

Pianist

Accordionist

Violist

Gospel Choir

1920s

Classical

Modern

Soloist 

Jazz music 

Or something completely different?



F&B ENTERTAINMENT
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Ice-cream Dream Girl

Our ice-cream dream girl will 
scoop you up a ball or two of 
Amsterdam’s finest ices. 
Lip-smackingly delicious!

Cocktail bar

Delectable cocktails 
shaken for you live 
behind the bar. Also 
includes your own 
exclusive event cocktail.

Happy hour 
chandelier

A glass of champagne 
is poured upside down 
from a chandelier. Let 
the bubbles rain down!



F&B ENTERTAINMENT
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Late-night snack Girl

An evening with dance, drinks 
and conviviality. Top it off with 
trays of savoury treats served late 
into the evening.

Flowerbar 

Hear, see, smell and taste 
the power of flowers with our 
flower bar experience.

3D - 4 Times as 
Sweet

Let us print a chocolate 
featuring the logo of your 
company right before 
your eyes. Go wild and 
eat them all!



F&B ENTERTAINMENT
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Two Buckets and 
a Pair of Clogs

A typical traditional 
cheese girl – now in 2.0. 
Say ‘cheese’ and catch 
a sweet smile in return.

In the cloud

A speciality of the 
TOBACCO Theater. A 
platter that appears to be 
served upon the clouds 
themselves. Lights out, 
taste buds on.

Ofcourse size 
matters,
no one wants 
a smal glass of 
wine!

“ “



Photographer

Our professional 
photographer makes 
memories tangible. With 
camera, film or drone we 
can turn your event into 
an event to be shared 
with the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY & FILM
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Don’t shoot what it looks like. 
Shoot what it feels like. 

– David Alan Harvey

“ “
After-movie

With us, looking back on a successful event 
is also a party. Or you can of course simply 
come back and do it all again for real.

Photobooth

Choose at which point of the evening you 
are ready to put your best pose on and smile 
for the cameras. Step inside your very own 

event photo booth and strut your stuff



CREW
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Staff

If desired, our staff can be 
styled especially for your 
exclusive event.

WORK IS GREAT! 
Save some for 
your colleagues

“ “



CONTACT

info@TOBACCO.nl
 
+31 (0)20 - 33 00 670

Nes 75 - 87
Amsterdam 



HELLO AGAIN!HELLO AGAIN!LET’S JUST KISSLET’S JUST KISS AND SAY AND SAY 


